I. Issue Papers

**WWT-2020-1 – 350 Annex N-1 maintenance**

S. Williams submitted the issue paper to address maintenance for large commercial systems. He explained that these systems typically have staff on hand to perform maintenance. The standard currently prohibits maintenance on these types of systems, and the issue paper would revise language to allow regular maintenance during the field test.

**Motion by J. Bell**

Send issue paper WWT-2020-1 to Joint Committee approval ballot

**Second:**

A. Rubin

**Discussion:**

S. Berkowitz asked if this would only be applied to large systems in the field, or if it would include bench testing. S. Williams answered that the language would only apply to large commercial systems being field tested. S. Steiner suggested revisiting the duration of the test. S. Williams agreed that the language could be revised, but suggested keeping the two topics separate. C. Bishop and N. Noble suggested clarification of the term maintenance. B. Powitz suggested incorporating O&M info as informative annexes in the standard. S. Berkowitz proposed considering using the term “routine maintenance”.

**Motion Withdrawn**

B. Powitz suggested that the Task Group on Definitions work on a definition for the word maintenance, and once complete, the language could be balloted.